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We are approximately
6 miles from the
Darenth Interchange,
Junction 2 
of the M25.



From Imperial To Metric Multiply by

Airflow rates
CFM M3/HR 1.7

CFM M2/S 0.00047

CFM L/S 0.472

Velocity
FPM M/S 0.0051

Pressure
In Wg Pa 249

Length
Inches mm 25.4

Ft M 0.305

Ft2 M2 0.0929

Volume
Ft3 M3 0.0283

Chart for 
common conversions
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...because at Ace Filtration we believe in working in partnership with you, our
customer, tailoring our service and products to your individual requirements.

From the outset, we have endeavoured to ensure that our reputation is built not
only on the quality of our products but on our reliability, flexibility and
integrity so that our customers have complete confidence when dealing with
Ace Filtration.

Our commitment to you is to ensure that your enquiries are dealt with
promptly, professionally and without fuss and that our products are
manufactured according to your instructions and delivered on time – 
every time. 

By constantly reinforcing this commitment, our experienced Customer Support
Team is able to deliver an industry leading service along with a wide range of
products, all at competitive prices.

This level of service now means that over 80% of our business comes from long
standing customers and from recommendations within the industry.

So for exceptional service, quality products and peace of mind simply contact
our friendly Sales Office and allow Ace Filtration to demonstrate all three. 

It’s all about you...

sales@acefiltration.co.uk www.acefiltration.co.ukE W

The Company, in keeping with its policy of continual product improvement, reserves the right to
change specification without notice

Issue 1 8/06
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Fastfix Fire Rated Insulated Duct Access Doors
This range of access doors is manufactured especially for fire
rated ductwork installations. Constructed from galvanised steel
with high temperature insulation and fire rated gaskets, these
doors are suitable for fire ratings up to 4 hours. All fire rated
doors come complete with handles and are available in 3 face
sizes (500 x 400, 400 x 300 and 300 x 200mm) and 3
thickness options (25, 50 or 110 mm).

Data Sheet AF116

Fastfix Insulated Duct Access Doors
Designed for use on rectangular ductwork, these doors are simple
and easy to install. Simply cut a hole in the duct 30mm under the
door size, fix the frame in place with a dolly and hammer, replace the
door and secure with cam door fasteners. Door seals meet DW144
Classes A & B.

Available from stock in 19 sizes to suit everything from visual 
access (100 x 100) to man access (600 x 600). Available options 
include stainless steel construction, wire ties, hinges and handles.

100 x 100 150 x 150 200 x 200 250 x 250 300 x 300 300 x 450

100 x 150 150 x 200 200 x 300 350 x 350 400 x 400 300 x 600

100 x 200 150 x 300 200 x 400 450 x 450 500 x 500 400 x 600

Data Sheet AF114 600 x 600

Fastfix Uninsulated Flat Access Doors
Manufactured and installed in a similar way to the circular doors, they can be fitted
to either flat rectangular or flat-oval ductwork. Available from stock in 5 face sizes:
200 x 80, 250 x 150, 400 x 300, 500 x 400 & 600 x 500.

Data Sheet AF115

Media Grade BS EN779 Roll Size Thickness Material
A76 G1 2m x 20m 6mm BSF
A82 G2 2m x 20m 12mm BSF
AG G3 various 25 & 50 mm SGF
AS G4 2m x 20m 25mm BSF

2m x 10m 50mm BSF
ACC500 F5 1m x 20m 18mm BSF

2m x 20m
BSF - Bonded Synthetic Fibres SGF - Spun Glass Filaments

Medium Efficiency Filters

Roll Filter Media
Ace Filtration offers a broad range of filter medias, from glass fibre and
synthetic material through to specialist medias for paint spray booths and
ovens. Available in thicknesses ranging from 6-50mm and grades from G2
to F5 we are able to exactly match media to an application in terms of
cost and efficiency. Media can be supplied in full or part rolls or
alternatively cut to size to suit your requirements. Full rolls are generally
available from stock for next day delivery. Cut pads can be delivered
within 2-3 days.

03
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Fastfix Circular Duct Access Doors
Manufactured from galvanised steel pressings, these doors are available to suit
diameters of spiral ducting from 80mm to 1000mm. Each door is supplied
with an adhesive template which ensures correct marking of duct for
cut out. The quick release knobs allow rapid fitting and removal
of door without the use of tools. Available from stock in 3 face
sizes – depending on duct diameter:

200 x 80 to suit duct diameters 80, 100 & 125

250 x 150 to suit duct diameters 150, 160, 200, 224, 250, 300, 315, 355, 400 & 450

400 x 300 to suit duct diameters 400, 450, 500, 560, 630, 710, 800, 900 & 1000

Data Sheet AF113

Fastfix Duct Access Doors

The Fastfix range of access doors are manufactured in the UK by Ace Filtration, to provide a quick and efficient
means of access/inspection to in-duct items such as control dampers, fire dampers, heating/cooling coils,
attenuators and filter sections. Please refer to DW144: Specification for Sheet Metal Ductwork, Appendix M, Table
25 which gives recommendations regarding the number, minimum size and location of doors. TR/19, the HVCA’s
Guide to Good Practice on Cleanliness of Ventilating Systems, states that in addition to the recommendations of
DW144, access doors should be located at a minimum every 10m for general systems and at a maximum 3m
centres for kitchen extract systems.

Washable Reticulated Polyester Media
Polyester foam is graded in “pores” i.e. the number of holes per inch, known
as PPI. 6mm media with 45PPI and 12, 19, 25 & 45mm media with 20PPI
is available from stock in sheet sizes of 2m x 1.22m. Alternatively
pads can be cut to suit your individual requirements. Other
thicknesses and pore options are available to order; please
contact the sales office for accurate lead times. This media is
fire retardant to FMVS 302. 
Please note that polyester media is not suitable for water filtration.

Fan Coil Unit Filters - Type AWFC, AMFC, AGFC
These filters are generally no thicker than 5-6mm. They are
fitted to protect the fan coil unit and controls from lint, fluff,
dust particles and large visible matter. Manufactured to any
given face size.
• The AWFC consists of black synthetic media stitched to a

copper coated steel wire frame and is cleanable by vacuum. 
This can be manufactured with white media at no 
additional cost.

• The AMFC is a cleanable filter with a galvanised steel frame incorporating a steel woven mesh.
• The AGFC is a disposable, card framed filter with a synthetic media core. This is recommended for use

where a low cost solution is required.

Pad & Frame Systems
The Ace pad and frame system can be used as an alternative to the
disposable or washable filter. The system comprises a permanent rigid steel
frame with a removable core. This core can be glass fibre (Type PFAG),
synthetic material (Type PFAS) or washable foam (Type PFAW). They are
ideally suited to those installations where there is a need to keep the
replacement costs of disposable filters to a minimum or where high
humidity conditions would cause card framed filters to collapse. Type
PFAG & PFAS come complete with a hinged retaining clip as standard.
Performance details are available on request. Sizes manufactured to your
exact requirements.

19
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Photograph supplied courtesy of Senior Hargreaves



APPLICATION AIR VOLUME

Canteens, normal kitchens & restaurants As rated volume.

Kitchens producing large Base on 50% of rated volume.
amounts of fried foods or 
concentrated cooking of burgers

Indian or specialist restaurants Base on 33% (or in extreme cases
(Curry, spices etc) 25% of rated volume).

Excess of onions or garlic Base on 33% (or in extreme 
cases 25% of rated volume).

General air conditioning As rated volume.

Specialised applications Refer to Ace Filtration. 
(Chemicals etc) Obtain Concentrations 

and chemical formulae
where possible.

Airports (kerosene/petrol fumes) Base on 66% of rated volume.

Museums, art galleries Refer to Ace Filtration 
Special carbon may be required.Pr
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Typical Technical Data for High Capacity Bag Filters
Rated Face

Filter Type Max Temp Max Humidity Velocity Initial Pd Final Pd
Type AB20 120ºC 100% 2 m/s 30 Pa 250 Pa
All performance data based on filter face size 600 x 600

Medium Efficiency Filters

High Capacity Bag Filters Type AB20 (Grade G4 to BS EN779)
These are general purpose bag filters and have been developed for high
quality air conditioning systems and particularly those with higher than
normal dust loads. They can be used on their own or as pre filters to
high efficiency filters and to carbon filters in kitchen extract
applications. Manufactured from lofted non-woven synthetic media 
with thermally bonded fibres, these filters can be made to any face
dimension and length and come with a 20mm header frame as
standard. Other size frames are available at no additional charge. 
Data Sheet AF102
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Notes on use 
and selection 
of carbon filters

1 As a guide a 25mm nominal thickness carbon panel should be selected 
to have a face velocity not exceeding 0.2 m/s if it is to achieve a contact
(or dwell) time of approximately 0.1 seconds. This equates to a 
600 x 600 x 25mm nominal carbon panel being able to handle about
0.075 m3/s at 0.1 second contact time.

2 Where hot air is being filtered, for example extract from a cooker 
hood, the carbon filters should be positioned as far from the heat source

as possible. Air stream temperatures in excess of 40ºC should be 
avoided. If higher temperatures are anticipated, it may be necessary
to reduce the air temperature by means of a fresh air bleed, or
provision of a cooling coil.

3 Humidity should be kept below 80% RH to prevent condensation
occurring within the carbon. If this figure is exceeded and condensation
takes place, a dramatic increase in resistance will occur.

4 Pre-filters must be fitted in the system to prevent contamination of the
carbon panel with particulates. This is in addition to the grease filters
fitted on the cooking extract. Pre-filtration would normally be provided
by a G4 bag as a minimum – Ace Filtration Type AB20. If space is
limited, then use of a pre-filter panel type ASPC is recommended. 

5 Some applications may require a much higher grade of pre-filter. 
Some cooking operations produce large amounts of smoke, which is
detrimental if allowed to reach the carbon filters. In this situation a HEPA
or electrostatic filter will be required in addition to the 
pre-filters mentioned above.
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Disposable Panel Filters Type AG & AS (Grade G3 to BS EN779)
These cardboard framed filters are designed for general ventilation
requirements and represent economy in both initial and replacement costs.
The frame and facia of each type of filter is manufactured from water resistant
AquaKote cardboard and can be made with either a glass fibre (Type AG) or
synthetic media (Type AS) core. Each filter frame is programmed and cut by
computer ensuring consistency of sizing and removing the need to use staples
and tape during assembly. Sizes manufactured to your requirements.
Data Sheet AF100

Typical Technical Data for Disposable Panel Filters
Rated Face

Filter Type Max Temp Max Humidity Velocity Initial Pd Final Pd
Type AG 90ºC 80% 2 m/s 32 Pa 150 Pa
Type AS 90ºC 80% 1.5 m/s 100 Pa 200 Pa
Type AP 100ºC 80% 2 m/s 40 Pa 250 Pa
All performance data based on filter size 600 x 600 x 50

Pleated Disposable Panel Filters Type AP (Grade G4 to BS EN779)
Pleated panel filters have a higher efficiency and capacity than a similar sized glass 
fibre or synthetic filter. Manufactured in the same way as above, the filter core 
consists of a reinforced non-woven media bonded to an expanded metal support 

grid which is then pleated, increasing the filtration surface area to 3
times that of the face area. This gives a filter which will handle
higher air volumes with low pressure loss, thus saving energy and
running costs. Also available using media achieving grades F5 – F8,
details on request. Sizes manufactured to your requirements. 

Data Sheet AF101
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Carbon Filters for Odour Removal
Activated carbon has for many years been used to reduce airborne 
odours and contaminants. Its use has expanded considerably improving
conditions in line with environmental awareness. Carbon is commonly
used to control extract emissions from kitchens, factories and chemical
processes, but is equally effective on supply air odours, improving the air
quality for the occupants of buildings located in the vicinity of airports, car
parks, sewerage works and rubbish tips.

ACE Type ACD
ACE Type ACD carbon units are completely disposable, self contained
units. They comprise of chemically bonded carbon panels assembled in
a “V” formation and permanently sealed within a galvanised steel
casing. Grade 207C carbon is used as standard, but special carbon can
be provided to suit specific requirements. The filters can be
manufactured to any reasonable size to suit existing ductwork or air
handling units. Sizes and carbon weights can also be adjusted to suit
existing installations or other units on the market. All ACD units are
delivered sealed in polythene to prevent the carbon absorbing
contaminants from the atmosphere.

Activated Carbon Panels
There are many applications for carbon filters where the air volume is such that a
single carbon panel will be effective. Carbon panels are manufactured using grade
207C carbon granules which are chemically bonded to form a uniform panel. The
panels have a cloth covering which makes them clean to handle and the uniform
panel structure ensures an even air resistance across the face. One advantage of this
construction when compared to “loose fill” panels, is that there is no possibility of
settlement of the carbon which can create air bypass. The panels are usually 
fitted with an aluminium frame. 
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Typical Technical Data
FilterType Nom. Size Grade Rated Airflow Initial Pd Final Pd

RB6 600 x 600 x 292 F6 1.18 m3/s 80 Pa 650 Pa
RB7 600 x 600 x 292 F7 1.18 m3/s 115 Pa 650 Pa
RB8 600 x 600 x 292 F8 1.18 m3/s 120 Pa 650 Pa
RB9 600 x 600 x 292 F9 1.18 m3/s 120 Pa 650 Pa

High Efficiency Filters

Rigid Pocket Bag Filters Type RB6-9
(Grade F6, F7, F8 & F9 to BS EN779)
Manufactured with a rigid polypropylene frame and glass fibre pleated
media, these filters have approximately 5 times the filtration surface
area compared to that of a standard type bag filter of the same size. This
gives them much higher airflow and dust holding capacities. Because of
their rigid construction they can be mounted in any orientation and are
able to handle variable air volumes, turbulent airflow and high relative
humidity. With a recommended final pressure drop of 650 Pa they have
long operating life. Please note that because of the rigid frame
construction, these filters are only available in 3 standard sizes: 
600 x 600, 600 x 500 and 600 x 300. All are 292 deep and come 
with 25mm headers (20mm available on request).
Data Sheet AF106
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Please Note: Because the absorption capacity of activated carbon is dependant on a variety of
operating conditions, we recommend that you discuss your requirements with our Sales Office
who will be delighted to answer your questions and advise you on the use of carbon filters.



Please Note: These filters are not suitable for cleaning with caustic soda. We are pleased to offer our Grease Filter Cleaning Crystals which, when dissolved in water, will
remove deposited grease without damaging the filter. Crystals are available in 10Kg tubs which will make approximately 425 litres of cleaning solution. The cleaning
solution is alkaline and appropriate care must be taken when handling. A full set of instructions are issued with the crystals.

Mesh Type Grease Filter (Type AGMB)
These filters are used on those kitchen extract systems where functionality and
economics are Paramount and where the grease load is relatively low. Grease is
collected in the wire mesh media and with regular cleaning – at least once a
week – will last many years. The filter consists of a rigid aluminium frame, with
a knitted wire mesh filter pad, which is graded for maximum grease retention,
and weld mesh facings to both sides. Handles are fitted as standard to the
shortest dimension. These filters can be manufactured to any required size but
the most popular sizes are always available from stock for next day delivery.

Available Options: For kitchen extract installations which require an
aesthetically pleasing appearance or where the filters are visible to
customers, we recommend the Type AGM. Constructed in a similar way to
the AGMB, the filter has expanded aluminium facings.
Data Sheet AF112

Filters For Kitchen Extract
Veevent Baffle Grease Filter
Baffle filters work very differently to the mesh style filters; rather than collecting the grease
within the filter medium, the filters work by forcing the grease laden air to change direction
and velocity as it passes through the filter. Because the grease droplets are unable to change
direction as quickly, they become separated from the air and are deposited on the baffle blades
and drained into drip trays. This method of grease filtration removes any potential risk of
spread of fire, should a fire occur on the cooking surface below. Without a grease build up in
the filter, there is no increase in the operating resistance allowing a constant airflow to be

maintained, reducing energy consumption. The Veevent is manufactured in stainless
steel and, unlike other baffle filters on the market, has aerodynamically profiled

baffle blades. This ensures maximum airflow and grease retention whilst
creating minimum pressure loss. Handles are fitted as standard to the shortest

side, with drain holes in top and bottom leading edge, the filters can be fitted
either way up. Five standard sizes are available from stock for next day delivery.

Data Sheet AF111

Bag Filter Type AB45 & AB65 (Grades F5 & F6 to BS EN779)
Fine grade multi-pocket bag filters developed for those buildings where preservation
of the decor and high technology equipment is important. At this filtration
efficiency most mould spores, pollens and general dust will be removed. Typical
applications would be shopping malls, restaurants, gymnasia, food 
stores, schools, and engineering workshops. The filters are fire 
retardant to Class 1 and as with all Ace Filtration products, can be 
manufactured to any size. (Certain limitations apply). Filters come 
with a 20mm header frame as standard. Other size frames available at 
no extra cost. A pre filter should be used with grade F6 and higher. 
Protection to 1 < 2 micron particle size.
Data Sheet AF103
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Typical Technical Data for Disposable Panel Filters
Filter Type Nom. Size Grade Rated Airflow Initial Pd Final Pd

AB45 600 x 600 x 381* F5 0.66 m3/s 40 Pa 250 Pa
AB65 600 x 600 x 381* F6 0.66 m3/s 46 Pa 250 Pa
AB85 600 x 600 x 381* F7 0.66 m3/s 54 Pa 250 Pa
AB95 600 x 600 x 381* F8 0.66 m3/s 59 Pa 250 Pa

* 8 Pocket filter

Bag Filter Type AB85 & AB95 (Grades F7 & F8 to BS EN779)
High efficiency multi pocket bag filters designed to remove very fine dust
particles including soot, pollens, mould spores and bacteria. Ideal for use in
hotels, museums, art galleries, theatres pharmaceutical & food
manufacturing plants, computer rooms and hospitals. It is vital that a
primary filter (i.e. a lower grade panel or bag) is used to protect high

efficiency bag filters. They can also be used as a secondary pre filter
to very high efficiency filters. The filters are fire retardant to Class
1 and can be manufactured to any size. (Certain limitations apply).
20mm header frames are fitted as standard, but other sizes are

available at no extra cost.
Protection to < 1 micron particle size.
Data Sheet AF104

Please Note: With all high efficiency bag filters, it is important that the bags are installed with the pockets
running vertically from top to bottom. This allows the pockets to fully inflate and operate efficiently.
Failure to install in this way will result in higher pressure loss, uneven filtering through the pocket length,
increased energy usage and a much reduced filter life span. Therefore please ensure that you nominate
height and width dimensions when ordering your bag filters.
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Photograph supplied courtesy of KES (South) Ltd



Medium Efficiency Coarse Filter Average Arrestance % BS EN779

G2 ≥65%
G3 ≥80%
G4 ≥90%

High Efficiency Fine Filter Average Efficiency % BS EN779

F5 ≥40%
F6 ≥60%
F7 ≥80%
F8 ≥90%
F9 ≥95%

Very High Efficiency Hepa Filter MPPS % ** BS EN1822

H10 ≥85%
H11 ≥95%
H12 ≥99.5%
H13 ≥99.95%
H14 ≥99.995%

** MPPS - Most Penetrating Particle Size

Filter Selection Guide

Very High Efficiency Ulpa Filter MPPS % ** BS EN1822

U15 ≥99.9995%
U16 ≥99.99995%
U17 ≥99.999995%

High Efficiency Filters
Rigid Pleated Panel Filters Type ARP6-9 (Grade F6-F9)
The Ace Filtration range of Type ARP filters is designed for those applications
where high efficiency filtration is required, but space is limited. The compact
pleats are constructed from 100% polypropylene filter media, which has a
Class F1 fire resistance rating. The graded fibre density ensures optimum
particle capture. The media is taken through a pleating process which includes
the addition of extruded polypropylene separators, giving a unique 
V configuration which results in low initial resistance and a longer lifespan.
The final pleated filter is extremely durable with high compressive strength in
the airflow direction. Type ARP rigid pleats are available in grades F6, F7, F8
and F9, with the separators colour coded to indicate the efficiency. 
They are available in either 50mm or 100mm nominal thickness and 
are manufactured with a water resistant card frame as standard, 
but are also available with a galvanised steel frame if required.
Data Sheet AF105

Typical Technical Data
Filter Type Nom. Size Grade Rated Airflow Initial Pd Final Pd

ARP6 600 x 600 x 50 F6 0.47 m3/s 25 Pa 350 Pa
ARP7 600 x 600 x 50 F7 0.47 m3/s 38 Pa 350 Pa
ARP8 600 x 600 x 50 F8 0.47 m3/s 63 Pa 350 Pa
ARP9 600 x 600 x 50 F9 0.47 m3/s 78 Pa 350 Pa

ARP6 600 x 600 x 100 F6 0.94 m3/s 87 Pa 380 Pa
ARP7 600 x 600 x 100 F7 0.94 m3/s 111 Pa 380 Pa
ARP8 600 x 600 x 100 F8 0.94 m3/s 151 Pa 380 Pa
ARP9 600 x 600 x 100 F9 0.94 m3/s 169 Pa 380 Pa

09
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Ancilliary Products
V Belts
By popular request, Ace now offers an extensive range of industrial V Belts,
most of which are available from stock. To order, simply quote your belt
code and quantity required.

Side Withdrawal Casings
Side Withdrawal Casings are designed for duct mounting and are available
to take single or multiple filter arrangements. They can be used to house
single panel filters or a combination of panels, bags, hepas and/or carbon
filters. The overall size and length of the casing will vary according to the
size and quantity of filters to be incorporated. Further details are available
on request. Each casing comes complete with a full height access door and
either doby or sheet metal flanges.

Front Withdrawal Frames
Front Withdrawal Frames are manufactured from galvanised sheet steel on
CNC controlled machinery ensuring consistent forming and punching, allowing quick
and easy fixing on site particularly for mulitiple assemblies. Each frame is designed to
hold either a single filter or a combination of panel and bag filter. Any size can be
manufactured to special order. Each frame comes complete with sealing gasket and 
four quick release filter clips.

High Temperature Variflow Filter Type AVF6-10 (Grade F6-H10)
Ace type AVF filters are a series of robust, medium and high efficiency rigid cell side withdrawal filters for removal of
atmospheric dust. They are suitable for all HVAC applications ranging from industrial, commercial and gas turbines.
These filters are Class 1 fire resistant and can operate up to a maximum temperature of 250ºC. Available in grades
F6-H10, the Type AVF comes in a standard size of 592 x 592 x 292 with either 20 or 25mm header frame, single or
double for extra support. Non standard sizes are available on request.
Data Sheet AF107

Typical Technical Data for High Temperature Variflow Filters

Filter Type Rated Air Volume Initial Pd Final Pd
F6 0.94 m3/s 125 Pa 300 Pa
F7 0.94 m3/s 138 Pa 325 Pa
F8 0.94 m3/s 150 Pa 350 Pa
F9 0.94 m3/s 163 Pa 375 Pa

H10 0.94 m3/s 180 Pa 400 Pa
All data based on 592 x 592 x 292

Construction:
Frame Galvanised steel sides, media retaining flanges 

and welded header.
Media Moisture resistant ultra fine micoglass fibre paper
Spacers Crimped aluminium.

Options Stainless steel casing. No header. 150mm deep model.

13
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W Format High Capacity Hepa Filters (Grade H14 to BS EN1822)
The high capacity Ace W-format range of HEPA filters has been designed
for use in central plant and duct mounted applications. The pleat packs are
arranged in a “W” formation to increase the filtration surface area, giving a
higher airflow capacity when compared to a standard deep pleat HEPA
filter of the same size. High capacity filters are suitable for most process,
research and manufacturing applications in the electronics, optical,
pharmaceutical, laboratory and medical fields.

Construction:
Pack Water repellent glass microfibre media with adhesive 

bead spacers arranged in a W formation for maximum 
media area.

Frame Coated steel casing with a neoprene gasket as standard. 

Alternative frames and gaskets can be supplied to suit special applications.
Data Sheet AF110

Standard Hepa Filters (Grade H10-H14 to BS EN1822)
Ace Standard HEPA filters are constructed to order to suit particular size and application requirements. A wide range
of filtration efficiencies are offered in the range 95% - 99.995% . Case depths of 152mm & 305mm nominal are
available with a variety of width and height dimensions to suit airflow rate requirements. Construction can be
tailored to meet applications requiring incincerable filters or high humidity tolerances.

Construction:
Pack Deep pleated water repellent paper
Frame Steel, aluminium or wooden frames
Spacers Aluminium or kraft paper
Gaskets Fitted as standard on the clean air side unless otherwise stated.

Options available: Handles, slides, face grids, additional gaskets 
Data Sheet AF109

Please Note: All Absolute (HEPA) filters 
are individually tested and rated.

Very High Efficiency Filters

HEPA or absolute filters are designed for the air intake and extract systems
of critical applications where high efficiency filtration is necessary and will
give protection to sub-micron level. HEPA filters are normally used as final
filters and must be protected by pre-filters – grade F7 or higher. This will
ensure that the operating life is achieved. Strict quality control is enforced
throughout manufacture and on completion each individual filter is tested
and certified.

Mini Hepa Filters (Grade H14 to BS EN1822)
The Ace Mini range of high efficiency filters has been designed for use
in clean rooms, laminar flow cabinets, fume cupboards, air showers,
terminal units and laminar flow diffusers. This range offers the most
cost effective solution to HEPA filtration in these applications by
providing a compact frame size, but with a high air capacity potential.
In addition, the filters are suitable for most process, research and
manufacturing applications in the electronics, optical, 
pharmaceutical, laboratory and medical fields.

Construction:
Pack Water repellent glass micro fibre media with 

adhesive bead spacers.     
Frame 66mm Anodised aluminium extrusion as standard. 
Grid Painted mild steel mesh both sides.
Gasket Neoprene gasket, single or double to customer requirements.
Data Sheet AF108
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W Format High Capacity Hepa Filters (Grade H14 to BS EN1822)
The high capacity Ace W-format range of HEPA filters has been designed
for use in central plant and duct mounted applications. The pleat packs are
arranged in a “W” formation to increase the filtration surface area, giving a
higher airflow capacity when compared to a standard deep pleat HEPA
filter of the same size. High capacity filters are suitable for most process,
research and manufacturing applications in the electronics, optical,
pharmaceutical, laboratory and medical fields.

Construction:
Pack Water repellent glass microfibre media with adhesive 

bead spacers arranged in a W formation for maximum 
media area.

Frame Coated steel casing with a neoprene gasket as standard. 

Alternative frames and gaskets can be supplied to suit special applications.
Data Sheet AF110

Standard Hepa Filters (Grade H10-H14 to BS EN1822)
Ace Standard HEPA filters are constructed to order to suit particular size and application requirements. A wide range
of filtration efficiencies are offered in the range 95% - 99.995% . Case depths of 152mm & 305mm nominal are
available with a variety of width and height dimensions to suit airflow rate requirements. Construction can be
tailored to meet applications requiring incincerable filters or high humidity tolerances.

Construction:
Pack Deep pleated water repellent paper
Frame Steel, aluminium or wooden frames
Spacers Aluminium or kraft paper
Gaskets Fitted as standard on the clean air side unless otherwise stated.

Options available: Handles, slides, face grids, additional gaskets 
Data Sheet AF109

Please Note: All Absolute (HEPA) filters 
are individually tested and rated.

Very High Efficiency Filters

HEPA or absolute filters are designed for the air intake and extract systems
of critical applications where high efficiency filtration is necessary and will
give protection to sub-micron level. HEPA filters are normally used as final
filters and must be protected by pre-filters – grade F7 or higher. This will
ensure that the operating life is achieved. Strict quality control is enforced
throughout manufacture and on completion each individual filter is tested
and certified.

Mini Hepa Filters (Grade H14 to BS EN1822)
The Ace Mini range of high efficiency filters has been designed for use
in clean rooms, laminar flow cabinets, fume cupboards, air showers,
terminal units and laminar flow diffusers. This range offers the most
cost effective solution to HEPA filtration in these applications by
providing a compact frame size, but with a high air capacity potential.
In addition, the filters are suitable for most process, research and
manufacturing applications in the electronics, optical, 
pharmaceutical, laboratory and medical fields.

Construction:
Pack Water repellent glass micro fibre media with 

adhesive bead spacers.     
Frame 66mm Anodised aluminium extrusion as standard. 
Grid Painted mild steel mesh both sides.
Gasket Neoprene gasket, single or double to customer requirements.
Data Sheet AF108
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Ancilliary Products
V Belts
By popular request, Ace now offers an extensive range of industrial V Belts,
most of which are available from stock. To order, simply quote your belt
code and quantity required.

Side Withdrawal Casings
Side Withdrawal Casings are designed for duct mounting and are available
to take single or multiple filter arrangements. They can be used to house
single panel filters or a combination of panels, bags, hepas and/or carbon
filters. The overall size and length of the casing will vary according to the
size and quantity of filters to be incorporated. Further details are available
on request. Each casing comes complete with a full height access door and
either doby or sheet metal flanges.

Front Withdrawal Frames
Front Withdrawal Frames are manufactured from galvanised sheet steel on
CNC controlled machinery ensuring consistent forming and punching, allowing quick
and easy fixing on site particularly for mulitiple assemblies. Each frame is designed to
hold either a single filter or a combination of panel and bag filter. Any size can be
manufactured to special order. Each frame comes complete with sealing gasket and 
four quick release filter clips.

High Temperature Variflow Filter Type AVF6-10 (Grade F6-H10)
Ace type AVF filters are a series of robust, medium and high efficiency rigid cell side withdrawal filters for removal of
atmospheric dust. They are suitable for all HVAC applications ranging from industrial, commercial and gas turbines.
These filters are Class 1 fire resistant and can operate up to a maximum temperature of 250ºC. Available in grades
F6-H10, the Type AVF comes in a standard size of 592 x 592 x 292 with either 20 or 25mm header frame, single or
double for extra support. Non standard sizes are available on request.
Data Sheet AF107

Typical Technical Data for High Temperature Variflow Filters

Filter Type Rated Air Volume Initial Pd Final Pd
F6 0.94 m3/s 125 Pa 300 Pa
F7 0.94 m3/s 138 Pa 325 Pa
F8 0.94 m3/s 150 Pa 350 Pa
F9 0.94 m3/s 163 Pa 375 Pa

H10 0.94 m3/s 180 Pa 400 Pa
All data based on 592 x 592 x 292

Construction:
Frame Galvanised steel sides, media retaining flanges 

and welded header.
Media Moisture resistant ultra fine micoglass fibre paper
Spacers Crimped aluminium.

Options Stainless steel casing. No header. 150mm deep model.

13
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Medium Efficiency Coarse Filter Average Arrestance % BS EN779

G2 ≥65%
G3 ≥80%
G4 ≥90%

High Efficiency Fine Filter Average Efficiency % BS EN779

F5 ≥40%
F6 ≥60%
F7 ≥80%
F8 ≥90%
F9 ≥95%

Very High Efficiency Hepa Filter MPPS % ** BS EN1822

H10 ≥85%
H11 ≥95%
H12 ≥99.5%
H13 ≥99.95%
H14 ≥99.995%

** MPPS - Most Penetrating Particle Size

Filter Selection Guide

Very High Efficiency Ulpa Filter MPPS % ** BS EN1822

U15 ≥99.9995%
U16 ≥99.99995%
U17 ≥99.999995%

High Efficiency Filters
Rigid Pleated Panel Filters Type ARP6-9 (Grade F6-F9)
The Ace Filtration range of Type ARP filters is designed for those applications
where high efficiency filtration is required, but space is limited. The compact
pleats are constructed from 100% polypropylene filter media, which has a
Class F1 fire resistance rating. The graded fibre density ensures optimum
particle capture. The media is taken through a pleating process which includes
the addition of extruded polypropylene separators, giving a unique 
V configuration which results in low initial resistance and a longer lifespan.
The final pleated filter is extremely durable with high compressive strength in
the airflow direction. Type ARP rigid pleats are available in grades F6, F7, F8
and F9, with the separators colour coded to indicate the efficiency. 
They are available in either 50mm or 100mm nominal thickness and 
are manufactured with a water resistant card frame as standard, 
but are also available with a galvanised steel frame if required.
Data Sheet AF105

Typical Technical Data
Filter Type Nom. Size Grade Rated Airflow Initial Pd Final Pd

ARP6 600 x 600 x 50 F6 0.47 m3/s 25 Pa 350 Pa
ARP7 600 x 600 x 50 F7 0.47 m3/s 38 Pa 350 Pa
ARP8 600 x 600 x 50 F8 0.47 m3/s 63 Pa 350 Pa
ARP9 600 x 600 x 50 F9 0.47 m3/s 78 Pa 350 Pa

ARP6 600 x 600 x 100 F6 0.94 m3/s 87 Pa 380 Pa
ARP7 600 x 600 x 100 F7 0.94 m3/s 111 Pa 380 Pa
ARP8 600 x 600 x 100 F8 0.94 m3/s 151 Pa 380 Pa
ARP9 600 x 600 x 100 F9 0.94 m3/s 169 Pa 380 Pa
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Please Note: These filters are not suitable for cleaning with caustic soda. We are pleased to offer our Grease Filter Cleaning Crystals which, when dissolved in water, will
remove deposited grease without damaging the filter. Crystals are available in 10Kg tubs which will make approximately 425 litres of cleaning solution. The cleaning
solution is alkaline and appropriate care must be taken when handling. A full set of instructions are issued with the crystals.

Mesh Type Grease Filter (Type AGMB)
These filters are used on those kitchen extract systems where functionality and
economics are Paramount and where the grease load is relatively low. Grease is
collected in the wire mesh media and with regular cleaning – at least once a
week – will last many years. The filter consists of a rigid aluminium frame, with
a knitted wire mesh filter pad, which is graded for maximum grease retention,
and weld mesh facings to both sides. Handles are fitted as standard to the
shortest dimension. These filters can be manufactured to any required size but
the most popular sizes are always available from stock for next day delivery.

Available Options: For kitchen extract installations which require an
aesthetically pleasing appearance or where the filters are visible to
customers, we recommend the Type AGM. Constructed in a similar way to
the AGMB, the filter has expanded aluminium facings.
Data Sheet AF112

Filters For Kitchen Extract
Veevent Baffle Grease Filter
Baffle filters work very differently to the mesh style filters; rather than collecting the grease
within the filter medium, the filters work by forcing the grease laden air to change direction
and velocity as it passes through the filter. Because the grease droplets are unable to change
direction as quickly, they become separated from the air and are deposited on the baffle blades
and drained into drip trays. This method of grease filtration removes any potential risk of
spread of fire, should a fire occur on the cooking surface below. Without a grease build up in
the filter, there is no increase in the operating resistance allowing a constant airflow to be

maintained, reducing energy consumption. The Veevent is manufactured in stainless
steel and, unlike other baffle filters on the market, has aerodynamically profiled

baffle blades. This ensures maximum airflow and grease retention whilst
creating minimum pressure loss. Handles are fitted as standard to the shortest

side, with drain holes in top and bottom leading edge, the filters can be fitted
either way up. Five standard sizes are available from stock for next day delivery.

Data Sheet AF111

Bag Filter Type AB45 & AB65 (Grades F5 & F6 to BS EN779)
Fine grade multi-pocket bag filters developed for those buildings where preservation
of the decor and high technology equipment is important. At this filtration
efficiency most mould spores, pollens and general dust will be removed. Typical
applications would be shopping malls, restaurants, gymnasia, food 
stores, schools, and engineering workshops. The filters are fire 
retardant to Class 1 and as with all Ace Filtration products, can be 
manufactured to any size. (Certain limitations apply). Filters come 
with a 20mm header frame as standard. Other size frames available at 
no extra cost. A pre filter should be used with grade F6 and higher. 
Protection to 1 < 2 micron particle size.
Data Sheet AF103
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Typical Technical Data for Disposable Panel Filters
Filter Type Nom. Size Grade Rated Airflow Initial Pd Final Pd

AB45 600 x 600 x 381* F5 0.66 m3/s 40 Pa 250 Pa
AB65 600 x 600 x 381* F6 0.66 m3/s 46 Pa 250 Pa
AB85 600 x 600 x 381* F7 0.66 m3/s 54 Pa 250 Pa
AB95 600 x 600 x 381* F8 0.66 m3/s 59 Pa 250 Pa

* 8 Pocket filter

Bag Filter Type AB85 & AB95 (Grades F7 & F8 to BS EN779)
High efficiency multi pocket bag filters designed to remove very fine dust
particles including soot, pollens, mould spores and bacteria. Ideal for use in
hotels, museums, art galleries, theatres pharmaceutical & food
manufacturing plants, computer rooms and hospitals. It is vital that a
primary filter (i.e. a lower grade panel or bag) is used to protect high

efficiency bag filters. They can also be used as a secondary pre filter
to very high efficiency filters. The filters are fire retardant to Class
1 and can be manufactured to any size. (Certain limitations apply).
20mm header frames are fitted as standard, but other sizes are

available at no extra cost.
Protection to < 1 micron particle size.
Data Sheet AF104

Please Note: With all high efficiency bag filters, it is important that the bags are installed with the pockets
running vertically from top to bottom. This allows the pockets to fully inflate and operate efficiently.
Failure to install in this way will result in higher pressure loss, uneven filtering through the pocket length,
increased energy usage and a much reduced filter life span. Therefore please ensure that you nominate
height and width dimensions when ordering your bag filters.
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Carbon Filters for Odour Removal
Activated carbon has for many years been used to reduce airborne 
odours and contaminants. Its use has expanded considerably improving
conditions in line with environmental awareness. Carbon is commonly
used to control extract emissions from kitchens, factories and chemical
processes, but is equally effective on supply air odours, improving the air
quality for the occupants of buildings located in the vicinity of airports, car
parks, sewerage works and rubbish tips.

ACE Type ACD
ACE Type ACD carbon units are completely disposable, self contained
units. They comprise of chemically bonded carbon panels assembled in
a “V” formation and permanently sealed within a galvanised steel
casing. Grade 207C carbon is used as standard, but special carbon can
be provided to suit specific requirements. The filters can be
manufactured to any reasonable size to suit existing ductwork or air
handling units. Sizes and carbon weights can also be adjusted to suit
existing installations or other units on the market. All ACD units are
delivered sealed in polythene to prevent the carbon absorbing
contaminants from the atmosphere.

Activated Carbon Panels
There are many applications for carbon filters where the air volume is such that a
single carbon panel will be effective. Carbon panels are manufactured using grade
207C carbon granules which are chemically bonded to form a uniform panel. The
panels have a cloth covering which makes them clean to handle and the uniform
panel structure ensures an even air resistance across the face. One advantage of this
construction when compared to “loose fill” panels, is that there is no possibility of
settlement of the carbon which can create air bypass. The panels are usually 
fitted with an aluminium frame. 
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Typical Technical Data
FilterType Nom. Size Grade Rated Airflow Initial Pd Final Pd

RB6 600 x 600 x 292 F6 1.18 m3/s 80 Pa 650 Pa
RB7 600 x 600 x 292 F7 1.18 m3/s 115 Pa 650 Pa
RB8 600 x 600 x 292 F8 1.18 m3/s 120 Pa 650 Pa
RB9 600 x 600 x 292 F9 1.18 m3/s 120 Pa 650 Pa

High Efficiency Filters

Rigid Pocket Bag Filters Type RB6-9
(Grade F6, F7, F8 & F9 to BS EN779)
Manufactured with a rigid polypropylene frame and glass fibre pleated
media, these filters have approximately 5 times the filtration surface
area compared to that of a standard type bag filter of the same size. This
gives them much higher airflow and dust holding capacities. Because of
their rigid construction they can be mounted in any orientation and are
able to handle variable air volumes, turbulent airflow and high relative
humidity. With a recommended final pressure drop of 650 Pa they have
long operating life. Please note that because of the rigid frame
construction, these filters are only available in 3 standard sizes: 
600 x 600, 600 x 500 and 600 x 300. All are 292 deep and come 
with 25mm headers (20mm available on request).
Data Sheet AF106
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Please Note: Because the absorption capacity of activated carbon is dependant on a variety of
operating conditions, we recommend that you discuss your requirements with our Sales Office
who will be delighted to answer your questions and advise you on the use of carbon filters.



Notes on use 
and selection 
of carbon filters

1 As a guide a 25mm nominal thickness carbon panel should be selected 
to have a face velocity not exceeding 0.2 m/s if it is to achieve a contact
(or dwell) time of approximately 0.1 seconds. This equates to a 
600 x 600 x 25mm nominal carbon panel being able to handle about
0.075 m3/s at 0.1 second contact time.

2 Where hot air is being filtered, for example extract from a cooker 
hood, the carbon filters should be positioned as far from the heat source

as possible. Air stream temperatures in excess of 40ºC should be 
avoided. If higher temperatures are anticipated, it may be necessary
to reduce the air temperature by means of a fresh air bleed, or
provision of a cooling coil.

3 Humidity should be kept below 80% RH to prevent condensation
occurring within the carbon. If this figure is exceeded and condensation
takes place, a dramatic increase in resistance will occur.

4 Pre-filters must be fitted in the system to prevent contamination of the
carbon panel with particulates. This is in addition to the grease filters
fitted on the cooking extract. Pre-filtration would normally be provided
by a G4 bag as a minimum – Ace Filtration Type AB20. If space is
limited, then use of a pre-filter panel type ASPC is recommended. 

5 Some applications may require a much higher grade of pre-filter. 
Some cooking operations produce large amounts of smoke, which is
detrimental if allowed to reach the carbon filters. In this situation a HEPA
or electrostatic filter will be required in addition to the 
pre-filters mentioned above.
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Disposable Panel Filters Type AG & AS (Grade G3 to BS EN779)
These cardboard framed filters are designed for general ventilation
requirements and represent economy in both initial and replacement costs.
The frame and facia of each type of filter is manufactured from water resistant
AquaKote cardboard and can be made with either a glass fibre (Type AG) or
synthetic media (Type AS) core. Each filter frame is programmed and cut by
computer ensuring consistency of sizing and removing the need to use staples
and tape during assembly. Sizes manufactured to your requirements.
Data Sheet AF100

Typical Technical Data for Disposable Panel Filters
Rated Face

Filter Type Max Temp Max Humidity Velocity Initial Pd Final Pd
Type AG 90ºC 80% 2 m/s 32 Pa 150 Pa
Type AS 90ºC 80% 1.5 m/s 100 Pa 200 Pa
Type AP 100ºC 80% 2 m/s 40 Pa 250 Pa
All performance data based on filter size 600 x 600 x 50

Pleated Disposable Panel Filters Type AP (Grade G4 to BS EN779)
Pleated panel filters have a higher efficiency and capacity than a similar sized glass 
fibre or synthetic filter. Manufactured in the same way as above, the filter core 
consists of a reinforced non-woven media bonded to an expanded metal support 

grid which is then pleated, increasing the filtration surface area to 3
times that of the face area. This gives a filter which will handle
higher air volumes with low pressure loss, thus saving energy and
running costs. Also available using media achieving grades F5 – F8,
details on request. Sizes manufactured to your requirements. 

Data Sheet AF101
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APPLICATION AIR VOLUME

Canteens, normal kitchens & restaurants As rated volume.

Kitchens producing large Base on 50% of rated volume.
amounts of fried foods or 
concentrated cooking of burgers

Indian or specialist restaurants Base on 33% (or in extreme cases
(Curry, spices etc) 25% of rated volume).

Excess of onions or garlic Base on 33% (or in extreme 
cases 25% of rated volume).

General air conditioning As rated volume.

Specialised applications Refer to Ace Filtration. 
(Chemicals etc) Obtain Concentrations 

and chemical formulae
where possible.

Airports (kerosene/petrol fumes) Base on 66% of rated volume.

Museums, art galleries Refer to Ace Filtration 
Special carbon may be required.Pr
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Typical Technical Data for High Capacity Bag Filters
Rated Face

Filter Type Max Temp Max Humidity Velocity Initial Pd Final Pd
Type AB20 120ºC 100% 2 m/s 30 Pa 250 Pa
All performance data based on filter face size 600 x 600

Medium Efficiency Filters

High Capacity Bag Filters Type AB20 (Grade G4 to BS EN779)
These are general purpose bag filters and have been developed for high
quality air conditioning systems and particularly those with higher than
normal dust loads. They can be used on their own or as pre filters to
high efficiency filters and to carbon filters in kitchen extract
applications. Manufactured from lofted non-woven synthetic media 
with thermally bonded fibres, these filters can be made to any face
dimension and length and come with a 20mm header frame as
standard. Other size frames are available at no additional charge. 
Data Sheet AF102
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Fastfix Circular Duct Access Doors
Manufactured from galvanised steel pressings, these doors are available to suit
diameters of spiral ducting from 80mm to 1000mm. Each door is supplied
with an adhesive template which ensures correct marking of duct for
cut out. The quick release knobs allow rapid fitting and removal
of door without the use of tools. Available from stock in 3 face
sizes – depending on duct diameter:

200 x 80 to suit duct diameters 80, 100 & 125

250 x 150 to suit duct diameters 150, 160, 200, 224, 250, 300, 315, 355, 400 & 450

400 x 300 to suit duct diameters 400, 450, 500, 560, 630, 710, 800, 900 & 1000

Data Sheet AF113

Fastfix Duct Access Doors

The Fastfix range of access doors are manufactured in the UK by Ace Filtration, to provide a quick and efficient
means of access/inspection to in-duct items such as control dampers, fire dampers, heating/cooling coils,
attenuators and filter sections. Please refer to DW144: Specification for Sheet Metal Ductwork, Appendix M, Table
25 which gives recommendations regarding the number, minimum size and location of doors. TR/19, the HVCA’s
Guide to Good Practice on Cleanliness of Ventilating Systems, states that in addition to the recommendations of
DW144, access doors should be located at a minimum every 10m for general systems and at a maximum 3m
centres for kitchen extract systems.

Washable Reticulated Polyester Media
Polyester foam is graded in “pores” i.e. the number of holes per inch, known
as PPI. 6mm media with 45PPI and 12, 19, 25 & 45mm media with 20PPI
is available from stock in sheet sizes of 2m x 1.22m. Alternatively
pads can be cut to suit your individual requirements. Other
thicknesses and pore options are available to order; please
contact the sales office for accurate lead times. This media is
fire retardant to FMVS 302. 
Please note that polyester media is not suitable for water filtration.

Fan Coil Unit Filters - Type AWFC, AMFC, AGFC
These filters are generally no thicker than 5-6mm. They are
fitted to protect the fan coil unit and controls from lint, fluff,
dust particles and large visible matter. Manufactured to any
given face size.
• The AWFC consists of black synthetic media stitched to a

copper coated steel wire frame and is cleanable by vacuum. 
This can be manufactured with white media at no 
additional cost.

• The AMFC is a cleanable filter with a galvanised steel frame incorporating a steel woven mesh.
• The AGFC is a disposable, card framed filter with a synthetic media core. This is recommended for use

where a low cost solution is required.

Pad & Frame Systems
The Ace pad and frame system can be used as an alternative to the
disposable or washable filter. The system comprises a permanent rigid steel
frame with a removable core. This core can be glass fibre (Type PFAG),
synthetic material (Type PFAS) or washable foam (Type PFAW). They are
ideally suited to those installations where there is a need to keep the
replacement costs of disposable filters to a minimum or where high
humidity conditions would cause card framed filters to collapse. Type
PFAG & PFAS come complete with a hinged retaining clip as standard.
Performance details are available on request. Sizes manufactured to your
exact requirements.
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Fastfix Fire Rated Insulated Duct Access Doors
This range of access doors is manufactured especially for fire
rated ductwork installations. Constructed from galvanised steel
with high temperature insulation and fire rated gaskets, these
doors are suitable for fire ratings up to 4 hours. All fire rated
doors come complete with handles and are available in 3 face
sizes (500 x 400, 400 x 300 and 300 x 200mm) and 3
thickness options (25, 50 or 110 mm).

Data Sheet AF116

Fastfix Insulated Duct Access Doors
Designed for use on rectangular ductwork, these doors are simple
and easy to install. Simply cut a hole in the duct 30mm under the
door size, fix the frame in place with a dolly and hammer, replace the
door and secure with cam door fasteners. Door seals meet DW144
Classes A & B.

Available from stock in 19 sizes to suit everything from visual 
access (100 x 100) to man access (600 x 600). Available options 
include stainless steel construction, wire ties, hinges and handles.

100 x 100 150 x 150 200 x 200 250 x 250 300 x 300 300 x 450

100 x 150 150 x 200 200 x 300 350 x 350 400 x 400 300 x 600

100 x 200 150 x 300 200 x 400 450 x 450 500 x 500 400 x 600

Data Sheet AF114 600 x 600

Fastfix Uninsulated Flat Access Doors
Manufactured and installed in a similar way to the circular doors, they can be fitted
to either flat rectangular or flat-oval ductwork. Available from stock in 5 face sizes:
200 x 80, 250 x 150, 400 x 300, 500 x 400 & 600 x 500.

Data Sheet AF115

Media Grade BS EN779 Roll Size Thickness Material
A76 G1 2m x 20m 6mm BSF
A82 G2 2m x 20m 12mm BSF
AG G3 various 25 & 50 mm SGF
AS G4 2m x 20m 25mm BSF

2m x 10m 50mm BSF
ACC500 F5 1m x 20m 18mm BSF

2m x 20m
BSF - Bonded Synthetic Fibres SGF - Spun Glass Filaments

Medium Efficiency Filters

Roll Filter Media
Ace Filtration offers a broad range of filter medias, from glass fibre and
synthetic material through to specialist medias for paint spray booths and
ovens. Available in thicknesses ranging from 6-50mm and grades from G2
to F5 we are able to exactly match media to an application in terms of
cost and efficiency. Media can be supplied in full or part rolls or
alternatively cut to size to suit your requirements. Full rolls are generally
available from stock for next day delivery. Cut pads can be delivered
within 2-3 days.
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From Imperial To Metric Multiply by

Airflow rates
CFM M3/HR 1.7

CFM M2/S 0.00047

CFM L/S 0.472

Velocity
FPM M/S 0.0051

Pressure
In Wg Pa 249

Length
Inches mm 25.4

Ft M 0.305

Ft2 M2 0.0929

Volume
Ft3 M3 0.0283

Chart for 
common conversions
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...because at Ace Filtration we believe in working in partnership with you, our
customer, tailoring our service and products to your individual requirements.

From the outset, we have endeavoured to ensure that our reputation is built not
only on the quality of our products but on our reliability, flexibility and
integrity so that our customers have complete confidence when dealing with
Ace Filtration.

Our commitment to you is to ensure that your enquiries are dealt with
promptly, professionally and without fuss and that our products are
manufactured according to your instructions and delivered on time – 
every time. 

By constantly reinforcing this commitment, our experienced Customer Support
Team is able to deliver an industry leading service along with a wide range of
products, all at competitive prices.

This level of service now means that over 80% of our business comes from long
standing customers and from recommendations within the industry.

So for exceptional service, quality products and peace of mind simply contact
our friendly Sales Office and allow Ace Filtration to demonstrate all three. 

It’s all about you...

sales@acefiltration.co.uk www.acefiltration.co.ukE W

The Company, in keeping with its policy of continual product improvement, reserves the right to
change specification without notice
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Odorsorb

sales@acefiltration.co.ukE

www.acefiltration.co.ukW

01474 325666T

01474 333132F

Ace Filtration Ltd
Airflow Works, Seymour Road
Northfleet, Kent DA11 7BW

Typical Technical Data

Actual Size Rated Airflow Initial Pd Final Pd

592 x 592 x 292 0.89 m³/s 100 Pa 600 Pa

592 x 490 x 292 0.67 m³/s 100 Pa  600 Pa

592 x 287 x 292 0.44 m³/s 100 Pa 600 Pa

The Company, in keeping with its policy of continual product improvement, reserves the right to change specification without notice.

The 2 in 1 design combines an F8 grade particulate pre-filter with a pleated 
media which is impregnated with millions of tiny carbon granules which 
readily adsorb the odour producing gas molecules from the atmosphere.
The Odorsorb can be used to replace bag filters in existing air handling plant 
using the same frames and fixings.  This makes it a very economical solution 
to a widespread and escalating problem.

The Odorsorb filter is available in 3 standard sizes, 592 x 592, 592 x 490, 
and 592 x 287.  All are 292 long and come with 25mm 
header frames.  Because of their rigid construction, the 
filters can be mounted in any orientation.

Once the final pressure drop has been reached the filter 
can be safely incinerated

The Odorsorb rigid bag filter is designed to remove nuisance odours such as 
exhaust fumes, tobacco smells, body odours etc in offices, public buildings, 
airports and industrial premises.
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